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The effect of dynamic sector boundary changes on air traffic controller workload was
investigated with data from a human-in-the-loop simulation. Multiple boundary changes
were made during simulated operations, and controller rating of workload was recorded.
Analysis of these data showed an increase of 16.9% in controller workload due to boundary
changes. This increased workload was correlated with the number of aircraft handoffs and
change in sector volume. There was also a 12.7% increase in average workload due to the
changed sector design after boundary changes. This increase was correlated to traffic flow
crossing points getting closer to sector boundaries and an increase in the number of flights
with short dwell time in a sector. This study has identified some of the factors that affect
controller workload when sector boundaries are changed, but more research is needed to
better understand their relationships.
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airspace transition workload multiplier during a boundary change
airspace transition workload multiplier after a boundary change (steady state)
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average of nominal workloads during a boundary change
average of nominal workloads after a boundary change (steady state)
average of recorded controller workloads during a boundary change
average of recorded controller workloads after a boundary change (steady state)

I. Introduction

HE airspace of the contiguous United States is divided into 20 air route traffic control centers. Each center is
divided further into sectors, where the shapes and sizes of sectors are configured to equitably distribute air
traffic control workload during nominal conditions.1,2 To maintain the equitable distribution of workload, sector
boundaries can be dynamically changed during off-nominal conditions, such as when flights from weather-affected
sectors are routed through adjacent sectors. 3-8
For dynamic sector boundary changes to be used in operation, it is necessary to understand their impact on air
traffic controller workload. Compared to a fixed sector boundary operation, dynamically changing boundaries adds
more responsibilities to the controllers. The additional responsibilities include handing off aircraft to the controller
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of the new sector that the aircraft would be in after a boundary change and maintaining situational awareness
through the changes. Studies from a human factors perspective indicated that dynamic boundary changes might have
a negative impact on controller situational awareness and performance when implemented without careful
preparation or controller training.9, 10 Pre-defined boundary configurations, pre-determined times to change, and
controller training for the configurations were used in these studies.
To obtain further insight into the effect of dynamic boundary changes on air traffic controller workload, a
human-in-the-loop simulation was conducted at NASA in May 2009. Multiple boundary changes were made during
simulated traffic control operations, and controller’s perception of workload rating was recorded. The controllers
had no previous knowledge of scheduled boundary changes. They were told of a boundary change three-minutes
prior to the change. This paper examines the impact of such boundary changes on air traffic controller workload by
analyzing data from the simulation.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II contains a brief description of the human-in-the-loop simulation.
Section III presents the analysis of data collected from the simulation. In Section IV the paper is concluded and
recommendations are made for future research.

II. Brief Description of the Human-in-the-Loop Simulation
In May 2009, a human-in-the-loop (HITL) simulation was conducted at NASA to obtain insight into the effect of
dynamic boundary changes on air traffic controller workload. The following subsections describe the scenarios,
setup, and recorded data for this simulation.
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A. Simulation Scenarios
In the HITL simulation, four adjacent high altitude sectors in the Kansas City air route traffic control center,
ZKC 29, 90, 94 and 98, were subjected to boundary changes. Four 60-minute scenarios were used in the simulation.
For all scenarios, the average aircraft count in
sectors ZKC 90 and 94 were set to be higher than
the ones in ZKC 29 and 98. Such difference was
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among the sectors. Dynamic sector boundary
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changes were used to re-distribute the workload
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equitably among the sectors. Simulation runs with
the same scenarios without the boundary changes
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were used as the baseline.
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Three algorithms, based on dynamic airspace
units,11 flight clustering,12 and mixed integer
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programming,13 were used to generate new
With Boundary Change
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boundaries. Inputs for the algorithms were the
traffic data and the original sector boundary
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configurations. The objective for all algorithms
16
was to distribute aircraft counts equitably among
14
the sectors, therefore emulating equitable
12
distribution of workload. Figure 1 shows a result
ZKC 90
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of boundary changes. The difference in the
average aircraft count between ZKC 90 and 98 in
Figure 1. The average aircraft count in sectors ZKC 90 and
the baseline (top plot) became less with boundary
98, baseline and with boundary changes.
changes (bottom plot).
B. Simulation Setup and Recorded Data
An area supervisor and six air traffic controllers participated in the HITL simulation. A single controller was
assigned to each of the four sectors. The area supervisor decided when and which sector required aid from one or
two additional controllers. In a typical run, three boundary changes occurred. Boundary configurations, except ones
at the start time, were unknown to the controllers. A preview of the upcoming boundary change was displayed to the
controllers three minutes prior to the change. Only boundaries between sectors were changed. Figure 2 shows
examples of boundary changes.
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A self-rating of each controller’s perception of
Original Sector Boundary at the Start
Change 1, 15 Minutes from the Start
workload was recorded in five minute intervals
and at three and one minutes before and after each
boundary change. The same times were used to
94
94
98
98
record workload for the baseline. For simplicity,
self-rated controller’s perception of workload is
90
90
29
29
referred to as controller workload from now on.
The workload rating ranged from one to seven
on an integer scale, where seven indicated the
Change 2, 30 Minutes from the Start
Change 3, 50 Minutes from the Start
highest workload. At each recording time,
controllers were asked to assess their workload
level and press a button on a numeric keyboard.
94
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Each recording time was announced by an audio
cue. Workload recordings were not collected at
90
90
the exact time of boundary changes so that the
29
29
controllers would not be distracted. Late transfers
were allowed, i.e. an aircraft was allowed to cross
a sector boundary first, and have its radar
identification transferred afterwards.
Figure 2. Example of sector boundary changes.
The simulation produced data for 36 boundary
change cases (4 scenarios x 3 boundary changes
per scenario x 3 boundary change algorithms), and for the corresponding baseline cases. For a complete description
of the HITL simulation, readers are referred to Ref. 14. Details of the simulation setup, such as specific boundary
change times of each scenario, are available in the reference.

III. Analysis of the Simulation Data
In this section, the analysis of simulation data is presented in two subsections. The first subsection examines the
effect of dynamic sector boundary changes on air traffic controller workload during the boundary changes. The
second subsection examines the effect of the changes on the average workload after the changes.
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A. Effect of Boundary Changes on Controller Workload During the Boundary Changes
In the HITL simulation, the controllers were responsible for handing off aircraft to the controller of the new
sector that the aircraft would be in after a boundary change. The controllers were instructed to arrange and complete
the handoffs within the three-minute boundary change preview period. Also, the controllers were responsible for
maintaining situational awareness and providing
safe separation of the traffic through the boundary
70
changes. Compared to the baseline, both
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responsibilities were additional burdens on the
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the ones from the baseline. Even though there
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were no boundary changes in the baseline,
Mean = 5.12
Min = 3.66
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workloads were recorded at the same interval as
STD = 0.7
Max = 6.33
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the boundary change cases. The average of
40
workload recordings at three and one minutes
30
before and after a boundary change was used to
20
capture workload during the change. Figure 3
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workload is shown as frequency in the y-axis.
Figure 3. Distribution of workload during boundary
The figure shows a clear increase in the controller
changes.
workload during the sector boundary changes.
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Compared to the baseline, the mean workload
during the changes was 16.9% higher with the
boundary changes, and the distribution of the
workload showed a bias toward the higher ratings.
The comparison agreed with the hypothesis.
This result showed that dynamic sector
boundary changes increased controller workload
during the changes. One can model such increase
in workload with the following equation:
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Figure 4. Airspace transition workload multiplier during a
and airspace transition workload multiplier during
boundary change versus average airspace volume change
the boundary change, respectively.
(%).
To understand reasons for the increase in
workload during the boundary changes,
relationships between ATFbc and several airspace transition metrics were examined through a regression analysis.
Results of the analysis showed that ATFbc is related to a change in sector volume. Figure 4 shows the relation with a
linear fit. The results also showed that sector volume change is correlated with the number of aircraft handoffs, with
R2 of 0.74. These results indicated that when a boundary change caused sector volumes to change, number of
aircraft handoffs increased in proportion to the volume change. Controller workload during the change increased in
proportion to both metrics.
The analysis results matched with an observation made during the simulation, that the more drastic the changes
in the sector boundaries, the more difficulties the controllers had. For example, the number of controller remarks
indicating frustration was highly related to visually observed magnitude of the boundary changes (i.e. related to
sector volume change).
The analysis results also matched with the current practice of sector configuration change, where the change is
implemented when there is a gap in the traffic flow, thereby reducing number of aircraft handoffs. For future studies,
additional insight on causes of workload increase during the changes can be gained by de-coupling change in sector
volume from number of aircraft handoffs. Implementing boundary changes when there are no aircraft near sector
boundaries might be worth investigating.
B. Effect of Boundary Changes on the Average Controller Workload after the Changes
The dynamic boundary changes affected the relation between air traffic routes and the sectors that contained
them. It was assumed that the original sectors were designed to contain the routes in a manner that was favored by
the controllers. With this assumption, it was hypothesized that the boundary changes would increase average
controller workload after the changes, as the boundary changes altered alignment between the traffic and the
airspace.
To test the hypothesis, workload recordings from the boundary change cases were compared with the ones from
the baseline. The average of the workload recordings from 5 minutes after a boundary change and 5 minutes before
the next change was used as steady state workload. For simplicity, average controller workload between boundary
changes is referred to as steady state workload from now on. Figure 5 shows an increase in steady state workload.
Compared to the baseline, the mean steady state workload was 12.7% higher with the boundary changes. The
comparison agreed with the hypothesis.
This result showed that the boundary change increased steady state workload. To model the increased workload,
the following equation is used:
ATFss =

W Rss
W Nss
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IV. Conclusion
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Figure 5. Distribution of steady state workload.
Num short dwell flight, R2 = 0.26
Avg intersect dist, R2 = 0.32
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where WRss, WNss, and ATFss are recorded steady
state controller workload with boundary changes,
the baseline steady state workload, and steady
state airspace transition workload multiplier,
respectively.
To understand reasons for the increase in
steady state workload, relationships between
ATFss and several airspace design metrics were
examined through a regression analysis.
Differences between the metrics from the
boundary change cases and the corresponding
baseline cases were used as independent variables
for the regression analysis.
Results of the analysis indicated that ATFss,
and therefore the steady state workload, increased
when the average distance between sector
boundaries and traffic flow crossing points
became smaller and when the number of flights
with short dwell time in a sector became larger.
Short dwell time flights were ones with dwell
time of less than a minute. Figure 6 shows the
relation and R2 of each metric to ATFss.
Correlation between the metrics was insignificant,
with R2 of 0.04.
The analysis results showed that boundary
changes can be detrimental to sector design,
causing an increase in the average workload after
the changes. Therefore, sector design factors,
especially ones that determine the relation
between air traffic routes and the sectors that
contain them, should be considered when sector
boundary changes are planned.
Times between the boundary changes in the
simulation were 15 to 30 minutes. For future
studies, increased time between the boundary
changes is recommended to gain further insight
into the effect of boundary changes on steady state
workload.
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Figure 6. Steady state airspace workload multiplier vs
differences in number of short dwell flights and average
distance between sector boundary and traffic flow crossing
points.

An analysis was performed on data from a
human-in-the-loop simulation to obtain insight into the effect of dynamic sector boundary changes on air traffic
controller workload. In the simulation, multiple boundary changes were made during operation, and controller
workload ratings were recorded. The simulation used traffic scenarios where workloads of certain sectors were set to
be much higher than their adjacent sectors. Boundary change algorithms were used to distribute the workload.
Whereas the boundary change succeeded in distributing the sector aircraft count equitably, increase in workload
was found when boundary change cases were compared to baseline cases with the same traffic conditions without
boundary changes. Workload during the changes was 16.9% higher, and average workload after the changes was
12.7% higher than the baseline cases.
Further analysis showed that increased workload during boundary changes was correlated to increased sector
volume change. Increased average workload after the changes was correlated to two factors. The workload increased
when traffic flow crossing points got closer to sector boundaries and when the number of flights in a sector with less
than a minute of dwell time became larger. These correlations suggest that these sector design factors should be
considered when boundary changes are planned.
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Due to the simulation setup, sector volume change was related with the number of aircraft handoffs at each
boundary change. De-coupling the two factors is recommended for future studies by implementing boundary
changes when there are no aircraft near sector boundaries. Also, increasing time between the boundary changes is
recommended to gain further insight into the effect of boundary changes on steady state workload.
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